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- SMBHs grow via gas inflows 

to the nuclear region.

- Galaxy bulge grows through 

the formation of new stars in 

the nuclear region. 

- Feedback regulates the 

growth of SMBH and bulge 

Motivation: Probe Co-evolution of SMBHs 

and Galaxies in the Local Universe via    

Integral-field Spectroscopy  

McConell & Ma 2013



Main Components of an AGN 



1)Starburst-AGN Connection

2)Properties of the Molecular Torus

3) Inflows

4)Outflows

Four Main Scientific Goals  



• Recent star formation in nuclear 

disks of size ~50pc

• Starburst luminosity is a few 

percent of AGN on scales 

<10pc, but comparable to AGN 

on kpc scales

• On small scales, starbursts are 

very intense & short lived

– Brg equivalent width

– Supernova rate

– Mass-to-light ratios

• Suggestion of a delay between 

starburst activity & AGN activity

Nuclear Star Formation in AGN
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The Torus in NGC 1068

Torus models

- Fritz et al. (06): 17pc 

- Schartmann et al. (05): 5pc radius 

(70pc outer)

- Hoenig et al. (06): 17pc 

Observations

- Molecular gas/dust in front of the nucleus

- Size scale similar to mid-IR observations and models

- PA similar to smaller components (right panel)

- Gas is optically thick

- Same structure recently detected with 

ALMA (Garcia-Burillo et al. 2016) 

Müller-Sanchez et al. 2009



The Torus in NGC 1068

Torus models

- Fritz et al. (06): 17pc 
- Schartmann et al. (05): 5pc 

radius (70pc outer)
- Hoenig et al. (06): 17pc 

- Molecular gas/dust in front of the nucleus
- Size scale similar to mid-IR observations and models 
- Gas is optically thick
Same structure recently observed with ALMA
(size, orientation, position of the peak of emission and 

kinematics)

Müller-Sanchez et al. 2009
Garcia-Burillo et al. 2016



- Resolve the central

stellar cluster and, in some

cases, separate individual

star-forming regions in the

central 0.5-5 pc. Apply

spectral synthesis models

to infer the age and

properties of the stars.

- Obtain for the first time an

image of the molecular

torus. Does it have

substructure: a larger scale

diffuse part and a small

scale dense turbulent

disk?

- Impact of stellar evolution

on the feeding of AGN

Science with ELTs

Schartmann et al. 2009



Gas inflow in NGC 1068

• Radially inflowing clouds are present in the torus. 

• The inflow rate to the central few parsecs is of order 15 M_sun yr−1. This is 

2–3 orders of magnitude greater than that needed to power the AGN itself. 

• These models indicate that the infall timescale for a gas mass of 2x10^7 

M_sun is about 1.3 Myr.

• This rapid inflow appears to be due to chance combination of circumstances, 

and is probably unsustainable.

Müller-Sanchez et al. 2009



- Observe for the first time the structures 

feeding the SMBH.

- Compare inflow rates to ~1 pc with mass 

accretion rates to the SMBH.

Inflows: Science with ELTs



Outflows in NGC 4151  

Müller-Sanchez et al. 2011



- Observe at small spatial scales the interaction of the 

outflows with the ISM 

- Identify primary acceleration mechanism (radiation 

pressure, magnetic fields, or thermal winds)

- Investigate the role of radio jets

- Estimate the contribution from star formation

Outflows: Science with ELTs

Gabor & Bournaud 2014



TMT will be able to resolve the radius of influence of the 

black hole in a typical Seyfert galaxy harbouring a 

MBH~10^7 Msun out to a distance of ~50Mpc 

Black Hole Masses

McConell & Ma 2013



Future Prospects

• Large survey of nearby AGN (KONA survey)

• Simpler and more efficient dynamical models (BH masses)

• New and exciting science (BLR, binary SMBHs, …)


